From: Woodall-Vogg, Claire <cwooda@milwaukee.gov>
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2020 10:55 AM
To: Magney, Reid - ELECTIONS <Reid.Magney@wisconsin.gov>;
Wolfe, Meagan - ELECTIONS <Meagan.Wolfe@wisconsin.gov>;
Rydecki, Richard H - ELECTIONS <Richard.Rydecki@wisconsin.gov>
Cc: Michael Spitzer-Rubenstein <michael@voteathome.org>; Hillary
Hall <hillary@voteathome.org>
Subject: Introduction to Vote At Home

Hi Meagan, Richard, and Reid,
I just wanted to reach out and connect you with Michael SpitzerRubenstein and Hillary Hall from the Vote at Home Institute in case you
think other clerks or the WEC staff would find working with them
useful.
I have been working with Hillary since early May. She was a
tremendous resource in helping me decide to seek out a vendor to
automate our absentee assembly process, as well as selecting drop boxes
early on that were secure and met all of the requirements the WEC put
forth last week.
I have been working with Michael to create inputs and outputs to help us
determine staffing needs and staffing responsibilities at Central Count
based on actual quantitative data. They have created a tool that is
extremely useful in visualizing the time certain processes take. They
will also be helping the Election Commission with our voter education
communications around absentee voting and the messaging we will use.
They have an extremely useful communications toolkit for clerks with
zero resources to those that are hiring communication firms.
Hillary used to be a clerk in Colorado, so she also understands all of the
other work we are doing and how precious and valuable time is.
All in all, they have essentially made my life much easier with the
absolutely free technical assistance they are offering.

Claire
Claire Woodall-Vogg
Executive Director
414-286-3491
City of Milwaukee Election Commission

Update your voter registration, request an absentee ballot, or check your
voting record at MyVote
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